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DISCOVER: How over 1,000 people are learning to play guitar for the first time. Want to learn to

play guitar, but haven't found the right course? Perhaps you've tried free online sites that promise a

lot, but simply do not deliver high value content. One solution to this problem is "Worship Guitar In

Six Weeks". Six Weeks - 13 Chords - Learn How to Tune - Learn About Rhythm It's not easy to

learn guitar by yourself. But what you may not realize is it's fairly easy to do so with the right training

course. Using 10 minutes each day to learn at a pace of about three chords per week will give you

all you need to be a "guitar player" in six weeks. You'll learn how to buy a guitar, how to tune, what

accessories to spend your money on. "Worship Guitar In Six Weeks" is unique in that it walks you

through EACH NEW CHORD with (1) a picture of someone fretting the chord (2) a chord diagram

clearly demonstrating where to put your fingers and (3) a "UNIQUE to this book only" step-by-step,

written out process of where to place each finger and in which order. This is critical to your success.

Worship Guitar In Six Weeks is laid out similar to a small group study. Each lesson begins with a

prayer to pray each day. Next you learn your objectives for that week. Then you launch into that

week's content. By the end of the six week course you have all you need to play guitar by yourself

or with other musicians. LEARN: 13 guitar chords, how to strum, the best way to buy a guitar

("Friends don't let friends go into a guitar store alone"), how to tune and much more! ORDER:

"Worship Guitar In Six Weeks: A Complete Beginnerâ€™s Guide to Learning Rhythm Guitar for

Christian Worship Music" Want to know more about this book? Select the "buy button" at the top of

this page.
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Thank you Micah, for putting out such a wonderful course, not just for learning the basics but by

being directed spiritual before the lessons. It is really helpful! Many thanks for bringing friends and

families together through the joy of worshipping music! I am so impressed with the quality and the

content of this book.

This book is a great tool for someone who wants to learn the basics of playing the guitar quickly but

thoroughly. It's geared toward those who have little to no experience with guitar and is awesome for

someone who wants to be able to lead songs at church or around a campfire as it gives the reader

a good overview of the chords used most in popular music. The author takes you through

everything from buying your first guitar to playing through a whole song step by step in an easy and

manageable six-week period. As a beginner who learned a few things incorrectly, I found this book

to be very helpful in understanding the guitar itself and how to play it properly. A very helpful read!

What a great book for a beginner to learn guitar and practice making music. Micah Brooks is both a

talented musician AND a gifted teacher. This book would be perfect as an end-of-school-year gift for

teens who are looking for a fun summer activity.

When you have tried to learn guitar in the past and failed; it is great to find a book that can explain

clearly and consequently you have success. Plus the added touch of a weekly devotional prayer

was a blessing. So thankful to find this book!

I think "Worship Guitar in Six Weeks" strikes a balance of information and capability that will help

new guitar players see progress in a time frame that will avoid loss of interest or lack of challenge

that leads to boredom or frustration and not seeing their journey through. It is well written and

concise with clear explanations of the concepts and how to achieve mastery in each week's time

frame.

Great book. Perfect for anyone who has the desire to play guitar. It is thorough and to the point. The

author's thoughtful way of teaching the student makes you feel as though you are getting a one on

one lesson from a pro. I believe this book is for all ages of soon to be guitarist. If you have been



procrastinating your desire to play this simple book can help push into the ability to play.

As someone who has given guitar lessons for years, this is a great book for someone looking to

quickly learn the basics of guitar! This book can help demystify those first beginning weeks of a

guitar player's life! Highly recommended!

This book is a great way to learn the skill of playing guitar as well as giving you an opportunity to

apply what you've learned right away in a worship setting. I strongly recomend this to anyone who is

curious about acoustic guitar.
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